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Guide to Computer Network Security (Computer Communications and Networks)Springer, 2008
Contemporary societies have increasing dependence on computers and computer networks, and the increasing popularity of mobile computing, have given rise to numerous computer security problems. Yet despite a high proliferation of expert remedies, a viable and comprehensive solution to these security issues remains elusive, and society continues to...
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Fundamentals of Optical Waveguides, Second EditionAcademic Press, 2005
Fundamentals of Optical Waveguides is an essential resource for any researcher, professional or student involved in optics and communications engineering. Any reader interested in designing or actively working with optical devices must have a firm grasp of the principles of lightwave propagation. Katsunari Okamoto has presented this...
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Coding and Cryptology: Proceedings of the International Workshop, Wuyi Mountain, Fujian, China, 11-15 June 2007World Scientific Publishing, 2008
The rst International Workshop on Coding and Cryptology was held in Wuyi Mountain, Fujian, China, June 11 - 15, 2007. The workshop was organised by Fujian Normal University, China and Nanyang Technological University, Singapore. We acknowledge with gratitude the nancial support from the Key Laboratory of Network Security and Cryptology, Fujian...
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Dynamic Secrets in Communication SecuritySpringer, 2013

	Dynamic secrets are constantly generated and updated from messages exchanged between two communication users. When dynamic secrets are used as a complement to existing secure communication systems, a stolen key or password can be quickly and automatically reverted to its secret status without disrupting communication. "Dynamic Secrets in...
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Bluetooth For JavaApress, 2003
Bluetooth is a technology for wireless communication. It is similar in functionality to the way laptops connect to the
Internet from home/office, but is typically used for short burst communications instead of a continuous connection.
Because of this difference, Bluetooth is more typically found supported in wireless phones and personal...
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Network Control and Engineering for QOS, Security and Mobility, IIISpringer, 2004
This volume contains the proceedings of the Third International Conference on Network Control and Engineering for Quality of Service, Security and Mobility (Net-Con’2004), celebrated in Palma de Mallorca (Illes Balears, Spain) during November 2-5, 2004. This IFIP TC6 Conference was organized by the Universitat de les Illes Balears and...
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Extreme Programming for Web ProjectsAddison Wesley, 2002
Web development teams have been operating in the dark for far too long. The lack of proven development methodologies for the Web environment has resulted in a constant struggle for developers to produce quality Web-based projects on time and within budget. The field is multidisciplinary in character, involving both technology and...
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Check Point Next Generation Security AdministrationSyngress Publishing, 2002
Check Point NG aims to teach its readers how to install and set up VPN-1/FireWall-1 Next Generation, the latest version of the highly respected firewall software from Check Point. Its authors--all with significant network and security certifications--accomplish their objective: it seems likely that this book will travel with a lot of Check...
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MIMO System Technology for Wireless Communications (Electrical Engineering and Applied Signal Processing)CRC Press, 2006
Use of multiple antennas at both ends of wireless links is the result of the natural progression of more than four decades of evolution of adaptive antenna technology. Recent advances have demonstrated that multipleinput-multiple-output (MIMO) wireless systems can achieve impressive increases in overall system performance. The potential to provide...
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Fundamentals of Semiconductor Physics and DevicesWorld Scientific Publishing, 1997
People come to technical books with a vast array of daerent needs and requirements, arising from their differing educational backgrounds, professional orientations and career objectives. This is particularly evident in the field of semiconductors, which stands at the juncture of physics, chemistry, electronic engineering, material science and...
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Microsoft Office Professional 2010 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2010

	
		Teach yourself exactly what you need to know about using Office Professional 2010-one step at a time! With STEP BY STEP, you build and practice new skills hands-on, at your own pace. Covering Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, Outlook, Excel, Access, Publisher, and OneNote, this book will help you learn the core features and capabilities...
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Managing the Design Process-Concept Development: An Essential Manual for the Working DesignerRockport Publishers, 2010

	Every aspect of business is impacted by design—from the products or services a company provides, to the various forms of communications that express these products and services, to the many environments, physical or virtual, where customers interact with these offerings. Graphic design can captivate, persuade, motivate, and delight....
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